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Introduction
Recently we have demonstrated a new type of MRI
based on detection of intermolecular zero-quantum coherences
(iZQCs) both in vitro and in viva.‘,’ These coherences
correspond to simultaneously flipping two water spins in
opposite directions on molecules separated by 10 pm - 10 mm.
It is also possible to detect intermolecular double quantum
coherences (iDQCs) corresponding to simultaneous flipping of
two water spins in the same direction on distant molecules. The
imaging of iDQCs was first demonstrated in coaxial tubes using
a two-quantum CRAZED sequence,3 and recently in the cat
brain.4 In this study, we show that phantom and human brain
iDQC images are readily observable at 4T.

Methods
A spin-echo iDQC imaging sequence, consisting of two
90” pulses and a refocussing 180’ pulse, is shown in Fig. 1. Two
correlation
gradient pulses are used to select iDQCs.
Susceptibility variations of iDQCs (during rno) are refocused by
a delay of 25,, preceding the TE period. This setting will give
the optimal condition to obtain the maximum signal.‘.* The
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between the correlation gradient direction and the dipolar field.
Figure 3 illustrates the gradient direction effects (z vs y; TE=150
ms), which can verify that the signal is not contaminated by
conventional signal or stimulated echoes.
Figure 4 shows human brain images (TE = 20ms, 50
ms), which also show an increase in signal intensity for the
longer TE. In general, as discussed elsewhere,‘,* iDQC images
may give relatively poorer contrast than iZQC images due to
dephasing effects of DQCs during the evolution period (twice the
conventional single quantum coherences). However, the iDQCimaging will be more sensitive to motion and flow. The clinical
utility of iDQC imaging remains to be validated. We are
currently evaluating this pulse sequence for fMR1 studies.
Figure
2. iDQC
images
of
Si
phantom, taken for a
fixed rDO(1Oms)and
different TE’s (15,
40, 70, 100, 150,
200, 300 and 400
ms from top left).
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Figure 1

signal arises from pairs of nuclear spins, separated by
approximately the “correlation distance” d=al(yG,T) which is
half the repeat distance of the helix created by the correlation
gradient.3 The resulting signal is sensitive to dynamic and
structural variations on this distance scale. As discussed in the
previous studies,’ a coherence transfer pathway for the iDQCs in
the prototypical pulse sequence can be written briefly as
71,2 [iI+ CT z,+I; exp(i26GT)
u,, , (1)
AZJ;,
exp(i2eGT) 2Gr : u,‘,id >I,With uniform magnetization, and ignoring both relaxation and
inhomogeneous broadening, the exact signal at the echo time TE
obtained from either the quantum or classical treatment is
M+=iM,Z(z,/A,(TE+22,,,))J?(-A,(TE+22,,)/z,);
> (2)
where the dipolar demagnetizing time is 240 ms for pure water
at room temperature in a 4T magnet. In realistic imaging
applications, the iDQC signal is weaker than a conventional
image due to relaxation and inhomogeneity. Therefore, the real
utility of the iDQC images comes from different contrast.
A, = {3(&i)-1}/2,

z,, =(w&4,)-'

Results and Discussion
In Figure 2 iDQC images of a silicone oil phantom are
shown as a function of echo time which show an increase in
signal intensity up to an echo time of 150-200 ms followed by
decreasing signal. In general, multiple-quantum dipolar field
effects are proporttonal to 3~0~~8-1 where 0 is the angle
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